The papers of this volume originated in a workshop of European Anthropology which took place in Berlin from the 28th of March until the 2nd of May 1982. It was the first of its kind and tried to define the standpoint of a young, flourishing speciality in German Ethnological and Anthropological studies. Until this point in time, European Anthropology (or better said: Anthropological studies on Europe) was uniformly regarded by German anthropology and other sciences as Volkskunde (which claims to deal with all European research). However, few Volkskundler actually leave and left to do fieldwork in other European countries.

Some anthropologists entered in the domain (few of them did it already in the early times of German Anthropology). Actually, European Ethnology as practiced until the sixties could be called a "fifth wheel on the car of anthropology" (Hauschild). However, representatives of both disciplines met at this workshop. The fifty participants came from the centers of anthropological investigation of European subjects, mainly from towns such as Berlin (the department of Europe of the Museum of Ethnology figured as organizer), Hamburg and Cologne, who have institutional bonds to European studies (whether museums, special libraries and archives or university specializations). Participants from eight other German towns also arrived. The presence and participation of leading foreign investigators (from Switzerland, Great Britain, USA, Netherlands, Sweden and East Germany) provided stimulus and interesting outlooks on the role and perspective of European Anthropological studies as practiced at this time.
Naturally, as one main topic for German scholars, arose the question whether and how German Volkskunde and Volkerkunde (Anthropology) should reset their limits or let them fade. Secondly the role and applicability of the British Social Anthropology and American Cultural Anthropology was discussed. The 25 participations therefore seemed rather heterogeneous. The book consisted of three chapters according to which the papers were ordered: 1. "History of Anthropology and Ethnology"; 2. "Fieldwork" and 3. "Historical Methodology".

Each part was separated by a short summary on the discussion following the presentations. A part of the papers (those who dealt with presentations from "outside") was published in English (Brck, Theodoratus, Dundes, Davis) and in French (Favret-Saada). The first part showed the academical and museological, therefore institutional point of view. This illustrated the facilities and institutional bases of such a specialization.

The second part - on fieldwork - was the most numerous and heterogeneous. Some papers reflected (by the example of realized European studies) one current trend of anthropological and ethnological studies in general: The critical look on the process of investigation as focal point of the investigator's identity draws doubts on the claim for objectivity of data and "relativizes" the outcome.

Besides, some interesting information on the history of anthropological investigation in such areas as Yugoslavia, the Alps, Portugal and Italy was given. Other communications tried to evaluate the influence of social and cultural anthropology on some schools/disciplines. Bolk's paper on the Sicilian Honour and Shame Complex was therefore the only one illustrating a theoretical outcome.

The third part on history reflects the positions of representatives of German Volkskunde (Niederer), British anthropology which try to integrate the historical perspective (Davis) and of ethno-history (Szalay). However, all agreed in rejecting to follow the perspective of General Social History, as represented by Braudel's "longue durée". In change, the development of separate aspects of culture should be regarded in the course of time.

As a whole, the book illustrates in a very complex manner the contemporary trends and tendencies of European studies in German institutions. For an outsider, the current theoretical discussion and lines of investigation are lightened by special papers.

At that point in time, the struggle for recognition of European Ethnology from both sides of the continuum (composed of Volkskunde-Volkerkunde) as "proper anthropology" was a stronger one than now. The book manages to reflect the many tendencies and new trends European studies are subject to.

One result of the workshop was the implicit agreement on common problems - the limitations of the sciences seemed to be of no practical interest anymore. The interest of interdisciplinary and international exchange was put in the foreground of this workshop which marked the beginning of a new discipline within anthropology/ethnology. However, at present, seven years after the publication, some results of those efforts are to be seen: fieldwork in those lines was and is increasingly conducted and the general interest on European subjects grew, as showed a recent workshop in January 1989 in Schmitten (Taunus), organized by the Institut für Kulturanthropologie und Europäische Ethnologie, Frankfurt. However, the dialogue between the disciplines seems to be more difficult now.
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